Creative (Art, DT, Music, Dance)

Humanities (History, Geography)

Science

Geography
Design and Technology

We will be looking at Earth and Space. We will

Your child will be looking at the work of Roy
Lonsdale.

We

will

be

painting,

sketching

and

sculpting in the artist’s style.

This term we will be studying the six land biomes

look at how the Earth moves on its axis and

and

how it orbits the Sun. We will investigate how

their

features.

We

will

look

at

how

the

animals are adapted and how plants are also

the Earth, planets and Sun were formed. We will

adapted.

look at the different planets and do a mini
project on them.

Music

RE

Year 5 and 6 Autumn2 Half Term.

This half term we are looking at playing and
singing in different styles and learning about

Jesus and how the four Gospels depict the

those styles. We will be looking at how to
compose a song and add music using notation

Children will study the build up to the birth of
events. They will look at the annunciation and

Books/resources/films/music/visits/visitors/role
play etc.

the preparation for the coming of the new
messiah.

Over The Line, Highwayman, Roof Toppers

PE
This term, we will learning the rules around Tag
Rugby. Building our skills to play full games.

Maths
Literacy

This term we will working on the four operations

Writing

involving fractions. We will study the connection

This term your child’s writing will be varied. We
will be writing a letter using persuasive vocabulary.

MFL

We will be writing a newspaper report using
journalistic writing. We will be writing a narrative.
We will be writing a diary account and converting

This term, we will continue to develop our
knowledge of our new language, Spanish. This
term, we will be work with Miss Blanca to learn
some new phrase.

Computing
The children will use the main features of office
software to produce suitable documents and
presentations for an audience.

from a poem.

building on the children’s knowledge of
Fluency and demonstrating how this can help the

Grammar
During the half term the class will be studying relative
clauses,

semi

-colons,

apostrophes,

speech

and

complex sentences.

SMSC

Reading

This term we will be looking at friendships and

We will continue to work on the comprehension
skills needed to fully understand a piece of writing,
including inference, retrieval, word meaning,
fiction and non-fiction texts.

Times Table Rockstars - https://ttrockstars.com/
The school run - http://theschoolrun.co.uk
.

will be converting measure. We will be constantly

children answer a wide range of questions.

.

summarising and predicting. We will look at both

Websites

between percentages, fractions and decimals. We

how our friends and friendship groups can
change. We will explore the reasons around this
and how to make new friends in new and old
settings.

